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ANDREW M. KRAYNIK 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD, 2001 

During a special Society luncheon held at the 73rd Annual 
Meeting of the Society of Rheology in Bethesda, MD, the 
Distinguished Service Award of the Society of Rheology was 
bestowed on Dr. Andrew Kraynik of Sandia National 
Laboratories. This award, which is given infrequently at the 
discretion of the Executive Committee, recognizes substantial 
works of service to the Society. 

Andy's record of service to the Society is both long and 
admirable. During the period from 1989 to 1999 he served the 

Society as Secretary and assisted five Presidents in guiding the 
Society through important events and changes. Indeed, all five 
Past Presidents were present at the ceremony (Bob Armstrong, 
Joe Goddard, Ron Larson, Bob Mendelson, and Kurt 
Wissbrun) and commemorated the extraordinary manner in 
which Andy handled his stewardship during the decade of 
service. Andy will be fondly remembered for hosting the 62nd 

Annual Meeting of The Society of Rheology in Santa Fe in 
1990. The organization of that conference set the standard for 
future meetings. He presently serves the Society as its 
Delegate to the International Congress on Rheology. 

Andy received his Ph.D. in chemical engineering from 
Princeton in 1976 working with Bill Schowalter and was an 
undergraduate at Carnegie-Mellon. His career since graduation 
has been spent at Sandia National Laboratories in 
Albuquerque, NM. Andy is recognized as the leading 
authority on the dynamics and rheology of foams and the 
processing of these complex, multicomponent systems. 

Andy has a passion for "birding", and he has traveled 
extensively pursuing this hobby. A visit to his home will also 
reveal his skill as a craftsman fabricating objects using stained 
glass. He resides in the hills above Albuquerque with his wife 
Holly and daughters Sally and Jessica. 

Gerald G. Fuller 
Stanford University 

74th ANNUAL MEETING 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 

OCTOBER 13 - 17, 2002 

The 2002 annual meeting of the Society of Rheology will be 
held at the Radisson Metrodome Hotel on the campus of the 
University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. The meeting 
organizers are from the University of Minnesota: 

Technical Program 

Local Arrangements 

Timothy P. Lodge 
(612) 625-0877; Fax: (612) 624-1589 
e-mail: lodge@chem.umn.edu 

Christopher W. Macosko 
(612) 625-0092; Fax: (612) 626-1686 
e-mail: macosko@cems.umn.edu 

mailto:lodge@chem.umn.edu
mailto:macosko@cems.umn.edu


RHEOLOGY BULLETIN 
Rakesh K. Gupta, Editor 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
West Virginia University 

P.O. Box 6102 
Morgantown, WV 26506 
(304) 293-2111 Ext. 2427 

Fax: (304) 293-4139 
E-mail: Rakesh.Gupta@mail.wvu.edu 

Visit The Society of Rheology on the web at 
http://www.rheology.org/ 

The Twin Cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul, situated near 
the confluence of the Minnesota and Mississippi rivers, offer a 
remarkable blend of readily accessible cultural, gastronomic, 
athletic, and shopping opportunities. Mid-October usually 
coincides with the peak of fall colors, and the many urban 
lakes and parks provide beautiful settings for walking, 
jogging, and biking. Direct flights to Minneapolis-St Paul 
International Airport are conveniently available from most 
cities in North America. 

The annual meeting of the Society of Rheology will be held 
at the Radisson Metrodome Hotel located right on the 
Minneapolis campus of the University of Minnesota. A 
welcoming reception will be held on Sunday evening in the 
Radisson Hotel. The Society reception will be held on 
Monday evening at the Frederick R. Weisman Art Museum, a 
stunning Frank Gehry edifice overlooking the Mississippi 
river and downtown Minneapolis and just three blocks from 
the hotel. The meeting banquet on Tuesday evening will be 
located in the McNamara Alumni Center, immediately 
adjacent to the Radisson. 

Additional details about the meeting will be provided in the 
July Bulletin. Registration and housing forms will be available 
on the Society web page. 

INSTRUMENT EXHIBIT Several companies will exhibit 
rheological instrumentation at the annual meeting. 

POSTER SESSION A poster session will be held on 
Wednesday evening at the Minneapolis meeting. Abstracts 
should be submitted using the usual web-based procedure. 

SHORT COURSE A two-day short course on Microfluidics 
and Microrheology will be offered in Minneapolis, October 
12-13, 2002. The instructor is Dr. Andrea Chow of Caliper 
Technologies Corp. Additional details will be posted on the 
Society web site as they become available. Registration forms 
will be included in the July Bulletin. 

COMMENTS FROM THE PRESIDENT 
William B. Russel 

The Society of Rheology is exemplary in many ways, most 
of which derive the consistently enlightened and dedicated 
service of its members, and leaders they have chosen. The 
advances during the "reigns" of the past two presidents, Ron 
Larson and Gerry Fuller, are particularly noteworthy. The 
"bread and butter" functions - the Journal, the annual 
meetings, and the short courses - continued to gain luster, 
while the Society its services and activities in substantive 
ways. These include the "best paper" award, an expanded 
Rheology Bulletin edited by Rakesh Gupta, web pages of ever-
increasing value managed by Albert Co, and electronic access 
to the Journal, edited by Mort Denn. In addition, important 
revisions to the constitution, orchestrated by Faith Morrison, 
added a Member-at-Large to the Executive Committee and 
changed the rules for the Bingham Award. The former will 
pay off through additional input on future directions and more 
members familiar with the functioning of the Society. The 
latter enables us to recognize profound technical contributions 
by international members, such as the 2001 Medlist Masao 
Doi. For this Ron and Gerry, the other officers, the committee 
members, and the meeting chairs deserve our gratitude. 

Of course, both the world in general and the technical world 
to whom rheology is particularly important are moving 
quickly, so challenges remain. We must navigate successfully 
the economic risks associated with the inevitable, but tricky, 
transition to electronic publishing. Issues include how the dues 
structure might be used to our benefit and how web usage 
plays into decisions of libraries to continue or terminate 
subscriptions. Also we must at least preserve, but preferably 
continue to increase, the membership. One aspect of this is 
offering sufficient value, through short courses, the annual 
meetings, and our publications, to retain and attract industrial 
members. Another is identifying the role of rheology in 
advancing technologies to stimulate those at the beginning of 
their careers, whether industrial or academic, to join. New 
ideas and the energy to implement them are always welcome. 

One step forward in the past year was the implementation of 
electronic balloting in the election of 2001. Thanks to Albert's 
careful work with the web page, votes were cast, collected, 
and tabulated smoothly. While we judge the process to be a 
success, the number of ballots cast was down, leaving room 
for improvement. A variety of ideas have been aired, e.g. 
adding short bios of the candidates to the web page, sending 
timely reminders by e-mail to those who have not voted, 
devising an efficient means of collecting votes for those who 
do not use e-mail. 

I look forward to seeing you in Minneapolis in October! 
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2001 JOURNAL OF RHEOLOGY 
PUBLICATION AWARD 

The winners of the 2001 Journal of Rheology Publication 
Award are G. Hay, M.E. Mackay, K.M. Awati, and Y. Park 
for "Pressure and temperature effects in slit rheometry," 
Journal of Rheology, 43 (5), 1099-1116 (1999). 

MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE MEETING 

October 21, 2001 

Gerry Fuller called the meeting to order at 8:56 a.m. in the 
Executive Boardroom of the Hyatt Regency Hotel in 
Bethesda, MD. Committee members in attendance were Susan 
Muller, Lisa Mondy, Monty Shaw, Jeffrey Giacomin, Gerry 
Fuller, Mort Denn Bill Russel, and Ron Larson. Invited guests 
were Andy Kraynik, Carl Schultheisz, Greg McKenna, 
Timothy Lodge, Lynn Walker, Bob Butera, Guy Berry, 
Rakesh Gupta, Janis Bennett, Albert Co, Art Metzner and 
Faith Morrison. The minutes of the previous meeting were 
read and approved with the amendment that Andrew Kraynik 
receive the Distinguished Service Award of The Society of 
Rheology. 

Susan Muller reported on the Education Committee. The 
Bethesda short course on "Polymer Melt Shear Rheology and 
Molecular Structural Applications" is expected to be 
successful. Short courses on Rheology in Confined 
Geometries (including microfluidics) and on Food Rheology 
are being considered for upcoming meetings. Prospective 
participants should contact Susan Muller with suggestions. 

Faith Morrison reports that as of September 30, 2001 we 
have 1690 members (1370 regular, and 244 student, 42 retired, 
11 of record and 23 Society of Physics Students (High 
School)). Jeffrey Giacomin reported on the 2001 election. 
William Russel has been elected President, Susan Muller, 
Vice-President, Jeffrey Giacomin, Secretary, Monty Shaw, 
Treasurer, Mort Denn, Editor, and Members-At-Large, Don 
Baird, Lisa Mondy and Bob Powell. 

Albert Co reported that 301 ballots were cast by electronic 
balloting. 500 ballots were cast in the two previous elections. 
In the next election, electronic reminders will be specifically 
addressed to those who have yet to vote. The lists of write-in 
candidates will be passed along to the next nomination 
committee. Rakesh Gupta, Editor, reported on the Rheology 
Bulletin. A discussion was held on switching to a purely 
electronic form of the Rheology Bulletin. We decided to 
preserve the paper publication. The Editor is soliciting 
technical articles for the next issue. 

Versatility Dynamic Mechanical Analyzer 

Multiple Orientations 

.. „-I 

Vert ical 
Standard Operation 

Horizontal for 
Shear Sandwich 

Inverted for 
Immersion Studies 

Rheometric Scientific's 4th Generation Dynamic Mechanical Thermal 
Analyzer (DMTAIV) can be oriented in any direction to test a wide range 
of materials. The design features include six sample deformation modes 
(3-point bending, single/dual cantilever bending, tensile, compression 

Call today to find out more. 

and shear), easily interchangeable tools, and the ability to 
operate in multiple orientations. Versatility and sensitivity allow the 
DMTA to be used in a wide range of applications ranging 
f r o m s o f t s o l i d s , f i l m s a n d f i b e r s t o c o m p o s i t e s . 

Rheometric Scientific, Inc., One Possumtown Road, Piscataway, NJ 08854 • (732) 560-8550, Fax: (732) 560-7451 Rheomet r ic 
Web: www.rheosci.com. S c i e n t i f i c 
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Mort Denn, Editor, reported that the Journal of Rheology is 
healthy. Articles over the period October 1, 2000 - September 
30, 2001: 136 submitted, 39 accepted, 41 rejected and 56 
pending. Average days to publication 258, to sending reviews 
to authors 78. Giacomin, Editor for Business, reported that 
library subscriptions are down to 377 (2001 year to date) from 
401 (2000) and from 416 (1999). A committee has been 
formed to analyze usage and to develop ways to curb the 
subscription decline. 

Treasurer, Monty Shaw, presented a summary of expenses 
for the Hilton Head meeting. Shaw then presented the 
Statement of Revenues and Expenses for The Society of 
Rheology and for its Journal of Rheology. The financial 
position of the Society is sound. The Executive Committee 
passed a motion to accept these reports. 

Carl Schultheisz, Chair of Local Arrangements, gave a 
presentation on the Bethesda meeting. A slight surplus is 
expected. 83 new members joined the Society on pre-
registration. Despite recent world events, successful meeting 
is anticipated. Lynn Walker, Co-Chair of the Technical 
Program Committee (with Bob Butera), gave a presentation on 
an exciting Bethesda program. Guy Berry, Chair of the Local 
Arrangements Committee, gave a presentation on the 
Pittsburgh meeting (October 12-16, 2003). Everything is 
falling nicely into place. Greg McKenna, Chair of Local 
Arrangements, reported on the meeting to be held in Lubbock, 
Texas (February 13-17, 2004). Everything is in order. On 
behalf of Savvas Hatzikiriakos, Gerry Fuller led a discussion 
about having the October 2006 meeting of The Society of 
Rheology in Vancouver, Canada. Timothy Lodge, for Chris 
Macosko, Chair of Local Arrangements, reported on the 
meeting to be held in the Radisson Hotel Metrodome 
(surrounded by the University of Minnesota Campus), 615 
Washington Ave. SE, Minneapolis, Minnesota (October 13-
17, 2002). Timothy Lodge, Program Chair, presented technical 
program plans for the Minnesota meeting. 

Art Metzner, as representative of the Society on the 
Executive Committee Meeting of the AIP, reported on the 
September 2002 meeting. Metzner led a discussion about 
bundled journal subscription through AIP. Metzner will 
represent the President at the March 2002 meeting of the 
corporation of the AIP. Such representation is stipulated by 
our constitution. Jeffrey Giacomin, representative of the 
Society on the Executive Committee Meeting of the AIP, 
reported on the March 2002 meeting, when the Polymer 
Processing Society became an Affiliate Member of AIP. 

Andy Kraynik, Chair, Ad-Hoc Committee on the ICR 2008, 
reported on plans for the International Congress on Rheology. 
Susan Muller led a discussion on Named Special Symposia. A 
motion was passed to have Named Special Symposia 
approved by both the Executive Committee and the Technical 
Program Committee, and that on average these shall be 
extended no more frequently every second year. 

Albert Co, SOR Webmster, reported on the Society website: 
www.rheology.org. Co led discussions on improving the web-
based meeting registration procedure, the new format for the 

Program and Abstracts (which now includes poster abstracts, 
along with a paper Index inside the back cover), and on hit 
rates on important web pages. Incoming President Bill 
Russel's motion to thank Gerry Fuller for his dedicated service 
to The Society of Rheology passed unanimously, with 
applause. The meeting was adjourned at 4:44 p.m. The 
subsequent Executive Session was adjourned at 5:12 p.m. 

TECHNICAL PROGRAM FOR MINNEAPOLIS 

1. MARRUCCI SYMPOSIUM: MOLECULAR 
RHEOLOGY OF CONCENTRATED POLYMERIC 
SYSTEMS 

Nino Grizzuti 
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Chimica 
Universita degli Studi di Napoli 
"Federico II", Piazzale V. Tecchio, 80 
8025 Napoli - Italy 
39 081 768 2285; Fax: 39 081 239 1800 
grizzuti@unina.it 

Ron Larson 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109 
(313) 936-0772; Fax: (313) 763-6942 
rlarson@engin.umich.edu 

2. JAMMING, FRUSTRATION, AND VITRIFICATION 
IN SUSPENSIONS AND LIQUIDS 

Charles Zukoski 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801 
(217) 244-9214; Fax: (217) 333-5052 
czukoski@uiuc.edu 

3. STIFF CHAINS: BIOPOLYMERS, 
POLYELECTROLYTES, AND LCPs 

David Morse 
Department of Chem. Engineering & Materials Sei. 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 
(612) 625-0167; Fax: (612) 626-1868 
morse@cems.umn.edu 

Guy Berry 
Department of Chemistry 
Carnegie Mellon University 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
(412) 268-3131 ; Fax: (412) 268-6897 
gcberry@Andrew.cmu.edu 
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4. STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN FLOW 7. INTERFACIAL RHEOLOGY: ADHESION & SLIP 

Wes Burghardt 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, IL 60208 
(847) 467-1401; Fax: (847) 491-3728 
w-burghardt@northwestern.edu 

R.M. Kannan 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Wayne State University 
Detroit, MI 48202 
(313) 577-3800; Fax: (313) 577-3810 
rkannan@chem 1 .eng.wayne.edu 

Aii Berker 
3M Company 
St. Paul, MN 55144 
(651)737-7728 
aberker@mmm.com 

Jacqueline Goveas 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Rice University 
Houston, TX 77251 
(713) 348-3539; Fax: (713) 348-5478 
jlgoveas@rice.edu 

5. COATING AND EXTENSIONAL PROCESSES 

Chris Macosko 
Department of Chem. Engineering & Materials Sei. 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 
(612) 625-6606; Fax: (612) 626-1686 
macosko@cems.umn.edu 

Robert Secor 
3 M Company 
St. Paul, MN 55144 
(651 ) 733-0864; Fax: (651 ) 736-3122 
rbsecor2@mmm.com 

Thomas A. Baer 
Department 9114, MS0826 
Sandia National Laboratories 
Albuquerque, NM 87185 
(505) 845-8912 
tabaer@sandia.gov 

6. ASSOCIATING AND SELF-ASSEMBLING FLUIDS 

Bob Prud'homme 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Princeton University 
Princeton, NJ 08544 
(609) 258-7000; Fax: (609) 258-0211 
prudhomm@Princeton.edu 

Ralph Colby 
Department of Materials Sei. & Engineering 
Pennsylvania State University 
University Park, PA 16802 
(814) 863-3457; Fax: (814) 865-2917 
rhc@plmsc.psu.edu 

Rheometers 
• Rotational 
• Oscillatory 
• Capillary 

Torque Rheometers 
• Mixers 
• Extruders 
• Compounders 
• Capillary Extrusion 

- High Pressure 
Physical Properties 
Instruments 

• Thermal 
Conductivity 

• pvT 
• Individual Pellet 

Hardness Tester 

Innovative Solutions for Rheology, Thermal Analysis, 
Lab Scale Processing & Surface Science 

53 West Century Road Paramus, NJ 07652 
800-631-1369 Fax:201-265-1977 www. thermohaake.com 

The Qual i ty Pays For Itself 

Thermal Analysis 
• DSC 
• TGA-High Pressure 

High Temperature 
High Mass 

• Standard TGA 
• TMA 
• DMA 
• Robotics 

Surface Chemistry 
• Dynamic Contact 

Angle (DCA) 

ioHaake 
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8. REALLY COMPLEX FLUIDS: FOOD AND 
CONSUMER PRODUCTS 

Sumana Chakrabarti 
General Mills, Technology East 
Applied Sciences 
Minneapolis, MN 55414 
(612) 330-8579; Fax: (612) 330-8064 
schakrabarti@Pillsbury.com 

Howard Barnes 
Unilever Research 
Port Sunlight, UK CH63 3JW 
151 641 3529; Fax: 151 641 1829 
howard.barnes@unilever.com 

9. RHEOLOGY AT THE SUB-MICRON SCALE 

Matteo Pasquali 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Rice University 
Houston, TX 77251 
(713) 348-5830; Fax: (713) 348-5478 
mp@rice.edu 

James Harden 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
The Johns Hopkins University 
Baltimore, MD 21218 
(410) 516-0170; Fax: (410) 516-5510 
harden@jhu.edu 

10. VISCOELASTICITY OF POLYMER LIQUIDS 

Jay Schieber 
Dept. of Chem. Engineering & Environmental Engrg. 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Chicago, IL 60616 
(312) 567-3046; Fax: (312) 567-8874 
schieber@iit.edu 

Shi-Qing Wng 
Department of Polymer Science 
University of Akron 
Akron, OH 44325 
(330) 972-7108; Fax: (330) 972-5290 

11. HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEMS: SUSPENSIONS, 
COMPOSITE & MULTIPHASE MATERIALS 

Daniel De Kee 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Tulane University 
New Orleans, LA 70118 
(504) 865-5620; Fax: (504) 865-6744 
ddekee@Tulane.edu 

Y.T. Hu 
Unilever Research U.S. 
Edgewater, NJ 07020 
(201) 840-2688; Fax: (201) 840-8276 
Thomas.hu@unilever.com 

12. NON-NEWTONIAN FLUID MECHANICS AND 
INSTABILITIES 

Satish Kumar 
Department of Chem. Engineering & Materials Sei. 
University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 
(612) 625-2558; Fax: (612) 626-7246 
kumar@cems.umn.edu 

Graham Harrison 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Clemson University 
Clemson, SC 29634 
(864) 656-6399; Fax: (864) 656-0784 
grahamh@Clemson.edu 

13. RHEOLOGY OF GLASSES AND GLASS-FORMING 
LIQUIDS 

Greg McKenna 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Texas Tech Universitu 
Lubbock, TX 79409 
(806) 742-4136; Fax: (806) 742-3552 
greg.mckenna@coe.ttu.edu 

Alan J. Lesser 
Department of Polymer Science & Engineering 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
(413) 577-1316; Fax: (413) 545-0082 
AJL@mail.pse.umass.edu 

FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY 

75th Annual Meeting 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

October 12-16, 2003 

76th Annual Meeting 
Lubbock, Texas 

February 13-17, 2005 
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DISPERSION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 

NOMENCLATURE GUIDE AVAILABLE 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology has just 
brought out, "NIST Recommended Practice Guide on the Use 
of Nomenclature in Dispersion Science & Technology" (NIST 
SP 960-3). It includes published terminologies from the 
American Concrete Institute, the British Standards Institute, 
the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry, and 
the Society of Rheology. It also includes current and draft 
ASTM and ISO standards. Complimentary copies can be 
requested by sending e-mail to vince.hackley@nist.gov. 

THE ORIGINS OF RHEOLOGY: A SHORT 
HISTORICAL EXCURSION 

Deepak Doraiswamy 
DuPont ¡Technologies, Experimental Station 

Wilmington, DE 19880-0334 

I. Prelude to rheology 

This article provides a brief historical perspective on the 
evolution of rheology and the long gestation period before the 
birth of the subject. It is not intended to be a comprehensive 
state-of-the-art review but rather to capture key events in the 
historical progression of the discipline, which was far from 
monotonic, and the significant contributions from a variety of 
specialists. Considerable liberty has been taken in identifying 
key players and avoiding repetitive mention of different 
efforts by the same workers in order to emphasize the 
diversity of influences and individuals who have molded the 
discipline, and to satisfy severe space constraints. Some 
valuable resources for the historical apects of rheology are 
Bingham (1922), Scott Blair (1949), Bird et al. (1987a, 
1987b), Markowitz (1968), White (1990), and Tanner and 
Walters (1998), and the reader is referred to these works for 
further details. 

As per the strict definition, rheology is concerned with the 
description of the flow behavior of all types of matter. By 
convention, however, rheologists' main interests are restricted 
to industrially relevant materials with properties intermediate 
between those of ideal solids and liquids. A useful 
engineering definition of rheology is the description of 
materials using "constitutive equations" between the stress 
history and the strain history. Table 1 provides a convenient 
reference for the accompanying discussion regarding the 
period prior to the formal creation of the discipline of 
rheology in 1929. 

Table 1: Signif icant rheological works prior to the formal inception o f 
rheology in 1929 

u FLUIDS/MODELS 
CLASS 

KEY 
TIME 

REPRESENTATIVE 
WORKS 

a)Perfect , rigid 
bodies 

Anti-
quity 

Arch imedes (~250 BCE) , 
Newton (1687) 

1 
Ideal 
mater-

b) Ideal elastic 
solids 

1600s Boyle (1660), H o o k e (1678), 
Young (1807), Cauchy , (1827) 

ials c) Inviscid 
f luids 

1700s Pascal (1663), Bernoull i 
(1738), Euler (1755), 

c) Newtonian 
liquids 

Early 
1800s 

Newton (1687), Navier (1823), 
S tokes (1845), H a g e n ( 1 8 3 9 ) , 
Poiseui l le(1841) , Weidemann 
(1856), 

2 Linear viscoelasticity Mid 
1800s 

Weber (1835), ), Kohlrausch 
(1863), Wiecher t (1893), 

Maxwel l (1867), Bo l tzmann 
(1878), Poynting & Thomson 

(1902) 

3 General ized Newtonian 
(viscous) liquids 

Late 
1800s-
Early 
1900s 

Schwedof f (1890), Trouton & 
Andrews (1904), Hatchek 

(1913), Bingham(1922) , 
Os twald(1925)-de Waele 

(1923), Herschel & Bulkley 
(1926) 

4 Non-l inear viscoelasticity Early 
1900s 

Poynt ing (1913), Za remba 
(1903), J aumann (1905), 

Hencky (1929) 
Suspen-
sions 

Einstein (1906), Jef f reys 
(1922) 

Key material 
descriptions 

Poly-
mers 

Early 
1900s 

Schonbein (1847), Baekeland 
(1909) Staudinger (1920), 

Carothers (1929) 
Tensi le 
viscosity 

Barus (1893), Trouton (1906), 
Fano (1908), T a m m a n and 

J e n c k e l ( 1 9 3 0 ) 

6 The genesis of rheology 1929 Bingham, Reiner and others 

1) Ideal materials 

a) Rigid solids: The entire subject of general mechanics deals 
with ideal "Euclidean" bodies where only the mass (or 
density) of the bodies is relevant (Euclidean geometry is based 
on rigid bodies which do not undergo deformation). In fact, 
Newton's "Principia" was primarily concerned with rigid body 
mechanics and his comment on viscosity was only a corollary 
of his prescient mind. Solid mechanics is the oldest branch of 
the physical sciences and it is appropriate to recall the 
apocryphal, if time worn, story of Archimedes ( -250 BCE) 
who claimed that he could move the world if he were provided 
the right leverage. 

b) Elastic solids: At the other end of the spectrum, where pure 
elastic solid-like behavior is concerned, Robert Hooke 
(Hooke (1678)) proposed that "the power of any spring is in 
the same proportion with the tension thereof' (i.e., the stress is 
proportional to the strain). It is worth noting that Robert Boyle 
had actually come up with a similar rule related to a "spring of 
air" as far back as 1660. The constant of proportionality was 
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later identified as an intrinsic property of the material - the 
elastic (or Young's) modulus - by the great English polymath 
Thomas Young in 1807 (see Markowitz (1968)). Cauchy set 
up the first fundamental equations of classical (small 
deformation) elasticity in 1827 based largely on the work of 
investigators like L.M.H. Navier, C.A. Coulomb and S.D. 
Poisson. 

c) Inviscid fluids: A class of ideal materials is the so-called 
Pascalian (or inviscid) fluids which exhibit no resistance to 
flow. Blaise Pascal in 1663 first made the equivalent 
statement that the pressure in a liquid is the same in all 
directions (although the principle of the ideal fluid was 
conceived by Archimedes in classical times). The related field 
of hydrodynamics which formally deals with the motion of 
fluids where viscosity effects are absent was well developed at 
the turn of the 18th century thanks largely to the classic studies 
of workers like Bernoulli (1738) and Euler (1755). 

d) Newtonian fluids: Tracing the genealogy of any discipline 
to the "Principia" of Sir Isaac Newton serves to enhance the 
"gravity" of any subject, no pun intended. In his masterpiece, 
Newton stated his famous definition of the resistance of an 
ideal fluid (what we today call viscosity) which is the key 
property of relevance to rheology (Newton, 1687): "The 
resistance which arises from the lack of slipperiness 
originating in a fluid - other things being equal - is 
proportional to the velocity by which the parts of the fluid are 
being separated from each other." 

The earliest quantitative application of "real fluid" or viscosity 
effects (albeit empirical) was by the ancient Egyptian scientist 
Amenemhet (-1600 BCE) (Scott Blair (1949)) who might 
perhaps be called the first "rheologist." Amenemhet made a 7 
degree correction to the drainage angle of a water clock to 
account for the viscosity change of water with temperature 
(which can be significant between day and night in the 
tropics). 

Hagen's work in 1839 was the first clear recorded study of the 
viscosity of a liquid; he determined that the pressure drop for 
capillary flow is the sum of two quantities: a viscosity term 
and a kinetic energy correction. The next key research related 
to capillary was the painstaking work of Poiseuille (1841). 
These were both entirely empirical studies in narrow tubes and 
showed that the flow rate was proportional to the pressure 
gradient and the fourth power of the radius. Pioneering work 
on the laws of motion for real fluids (with finite viscosities) 
was carried out by Navier (1823) which was followed up on 
by Stokes (1845). The celebrated Navier-Stokes equations 
enabled, for example, prediction of velocity distributions and 
flow between rotating cylinders and cylindrical tubes. Stokes 
was apparently not able to show experimental validity of his 
result for discharge through tubes (Markowitz (1968)); 
Wiedemann (1856) first showed agreement between the 
Hagen-Poiseuille data and the Navier-Stokes prediction. It 

was finally left to M.Couette to show that the viscosity value 
obtained using a special concentric cylinder set-up (to avoid 
end-effects) and in tube flow were identical - first establishing 
that the viscosity was an intrinsic property of the material (see, 
for e.g., Piau et al.(1994)). 

2) Linear viscoelasticity 

Initial work on viscoelasticity was primarily targeted towards 
creep and relaxation behavior of metals until the explosive 
growth of the polymers industry. The earliest systematic study 
of materials that were neither Hookean nor Newtonian was 
carried out by Weber (1835) using silk threads (because of 
their application in electromagnetic instruments). The 
removal of an extensional load led to an immediate 
contraction followed by further gradual contraction until the 
initial (pre-loaded) length was attained- he had identified the 
phenomenon of stress relaxation (which he called "the after 
effect"). Thus Weber had qualitatively captured the 
phenomenon of viscoelasticity even before Poiseuelle's results 
on tube flow and Stoke's work on viscous liquids. Kohlrausch 
(who extended his father's work) then experimentally 
established the linearity of the phenomenon in 1863 based on 
his work with glass. During this same period a major 
contribution to rheology came from Maxwell (1867) who 
postulated his famous first- order empirical differential 
equation relating the shear stress to the deformation and the 
accompanying simple exponential stress relaxation. 

The results of Weber and Kohlrausch enabled Ludwig 
Boltzmann (1878) to arrive at his "principle of superposition:" 
"The value of a characteristic function of a system is equal to 
the sum of all changes induced in the system by the driving 
functions which have been applied to it throughout its 
history." He arrived at an integral representation of linear 
viscoelasticity in its full 3-D generality. The next major 
modification was by Wiechert (1893) and Thomson (1888) 
who independently introduced the concept of a distribution of 
relaxation times. The well-known "spring-and-dashpot" 
analogy for the Maxwell model was not introduced until 1902 
by Poynting and Thomson. 

3) Generalized Newtonian materials 

Schwedoff s (1890) experimental work on colloidal gelatin 
solutions using a Couette device was one of the first results on 
non-Newtonian systems. His data indicated a non-linearity of 
torque-angular velocity data in a Couette instrument; he also 
had to incorporate a yield value to describe his results. Hess 
(1910) and Hatchek (1913) were some of the other early 
pioneers who postulated that the viscosity was a function of 
the rate of shear based on results analogous to those of 
Schwedoff for gelatin sols. Trouton and Andrews (1904), in 
their studies on pitch, had to subtract a small "initial stress" in 
order to obtain a flow rate proportional to the stress. This type 
of fluid behavior is now associated with Bingham (1922) who 
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proposed a "yield stress" to describe the flow of paints. 
Equations for shear rate-dependent viscosities were proposed 
by Ostwald (1925)-de Waele(1923), and Herschel and 
Bulkley (1926). 

4) Non-linear viscoelasticity prior to 1929 

Poynting (1913) performed some very elegant experiments in non-
linear elasticity. He determined that loaded wires increased by a 
length that was proportional to the square of the twist against all 
expectations of linear elasticity theory. Zaremba (1903) extended 
linear viscoelasticity theory to the non-linear regime by introducing a 
corotational derivative to incorporate a frame of reference that was 
translating and rotating with the material. Similar work was done by 
Jaumann (1905) and, despite Zaremba's precedence, the derivatives 
are referred to as "Jaumann derivatives. " Hencky (1929) whose 
name is identified with the "logarithmic" (or instantaneous strain) 
also proposed analogous ideas. 

5) Some key material descriptions prior to 1929. 

a) Suspensions: Dispersions and suspensions have always 
been of great interest as typified by the importance of ink, 
blood, paints, and the silting of harbors. Thomas Graham 
(1805-1869) is regarded as the founder of the term colloidal 
dispersions (comprising particles with diameters less than 1 
p). Einstein (1906) was the first worker to develop an equation 
for the effective viscosity of dilute suspensions (< - 5 % ) and 
work has since expanded to cover a wide range of particle 
concentrations, sizes and shapes. Jeffrey's (1922) seminal 
work on the orbits of elongated particles and fibers in dilute 
suspensions has been the basis for many later studies in 
suspension rheology. 

b) Polymers: The ability to define the structure of 
macromolecules was a relatively recent occurrence in human 
history in spite of our reliance on such materials (like cotton, 
silk, gums and resins) since ancient times. Some significant 
events in the development of industrial materials of relevance 
to rheology are (see, for e.g.,White (1990)): the development 
of a rubber industry based on coagulated rubber latex, 
procedures for vulcanizing (modifying) rubber with sulfur 
and heat, the development of cellulose nitrate and xanthate 
(Schonbein(1847)), and the development of gutta percha. One 
of the early founders of polymer chemistry was Staudinger 
(1920) who first proposed the now familiar "chain formula" 
for these large molecules. Carothers (1929) at the DuPont 
Company began synthesizing polyesters and polyamides in 
the 1930s which provided an impetus for the polymer industry 
in the U.S. Parallel efforts were initiated by Baekeland (1909) 
for phenol-formaldehyde resins and by Fritz Hofmann at 
Farbenfabriken Bayer (see, for example, Weil (1926)). During 
the Second World War the requirement to develop materials 
for flame throwers, which were known to be viscoelastic, 
triggered further interest in rheology. 

c) Extensional viscosity effects: The origins of elongational 
flow measurements are largely due to Trouton (1906) who 
considered the uniaxial^tretching of pitch and "shoemaker's 
wax." The next major study was by Tamman and Jenckel 
(1930) on elongational flow of molten glass filaments. 
Extrudate or die swell was first correctly identified with 
"stretching" by Merington (1943) although Barus (1893) had 
reported an analogous phenomenon much earlier which he 
attributed to shear recovery. Because of high extensional 
viscosities, polymer solutions can be drawn up through a 
nozzle even if it is raised above the free surface. This 
phenomenon is referred to as Fano flow because of his initial 
investigation on the subject (Fano (1908)). This effect appears 
to have been used as early as ca.55 C.E. to harvest bitumen 
from the Dead Sea (as concluded by Bird et al. (1987a) based 
on the Complete Works of Tacitus). 

II. The genesis of rheology 

Rheology is one of the very few disciplines whose coinage can 
be traced to an exact date: April 29, 1929 (Bingham (1944), 
Scott Blair (1949)); the first reference to a related term 
"microrheometer" actually appeared as far back as 1879 
(Hannay, 1879). A Plasticity Symposium (to study viscosity) 
was held on October 17, 1924 as part of the 50th anniversary 
celebration of the career of a Prof. Edward Hart at Lafayette 
College, Penn. The high level of interest expressed in this 
subject eventually led to a Third Plasticity Symposium in 1929 
at which a decision was made to form a permanent 
organization for the development of the new discipline of 
rheology. The preliminary scope of the Society of Rheology 
was set up by a committee which then met on April 29, 1929 
at Columbus, Ohio1 and some of the luminaries who 
participated in this pioneering event included Eugene C. 
Bingham, Winslow H. Herschel, Marcel Brillouin, Herbert 
Freundlich, Wolfgang Ostwald, Ludwig Prandtl and Markus 
Reiner. The name "rheology" was proposed to describe "the 
study of the flow and deformation of all forms of matter" by 
E.C.Bingham and M.Reiner; Heraclitus' quote "Ttavxa pei" 
or "everything flows" was taken to be the motto of the subject 
(Reiner (1964)). 

III. Rheology since its inception 

Table 2 provides a convenient reference for key developments 
in rheology related to the post-inception period. 

' The first official meeting of the Society of Rheology was 
held at the National Bureau of Standards on December 19, 
1929 at which a formal committee was appointed on 
definitions and action was taken for securing an improved 
absolute viscosity standard; the Journal of Rheology was also 
started as a quarterly. 
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RHELOGY BULLETIN 
AUTHOR GUIDELINES 

The Rheology Bulletin publishes papers on the applied 
aspects of Rheology which are intended for the non-specialist. 
(Archival research papers should be sent to the Journal of 
Rheology which is also published by the Society of 
Rheology.) Appropriate topics include the application of 
rheological principles to a specific system, instrumentation for 
rheological measurements, description of interesting 
rheological phenomena, and the use of well-established 
rheological techniques to characterize products, processes or 
phenomena. Papers that describe the historical aspects of the 
practice of rheology and how these may have influenced 
current trends are welcome. Also welcome are papers that 
address the present and changing status of rheological 
education including papers that describe recent or current 
innovation in the classroom or laboratory. Consultation with 
the Editor prior to manuscript submission is encouraged. 

Papers should ordinarily not exceed about 4000 words in 
length. SI units should be used, but any standard style of 
writing may be employed. The article must have a clear 
message, and the significance of the work must be explicitly 
stated. Submit two copies of the manuscript at least three 
months prior to the issue in which publication is desired. The 
initial decision about suitability of publication will be made by 
the Editor. Both solicited and contributed papers may be sent 
to two or more reviewers. If a paper has been published 
previously in essentially the same form, permission for 
reprinting must have been obtained from the copyright holder. 

THE ORIGINS OF RHEOLOGY (CONTINUED) 

1) Constitutive equations 

a) Differential models: Initial theoretical work on rheology 
after its formal inception was largely concerned with 
continuum mechanics formulations to enable characterization 
and description of material flow behavior for commercial 
applications. A major advancement was J.G. Oldroyd's work 
in 1950 on convected derivatives based on application of "the 
invariance of material properties with respect to the frame of 
reference;" this represented the culmination of a number of 
earlier efforts relating to complex derivatives of the stress. 
Some notable differential are the "retarded-motion 
expansions" models (e.g., Rivlin and Ericksen (1955) and 
Giesekus (1962)) in which the stress is expressed as a power 
series involving increasing powers of the rate-of-strain tensor 
and increasing orders of partial time derivatives. 

Table 2: Rheology since its inception in 1929 

AREA OF ACTIVITY REPRESENTATIVE 
WORKS 

a) Differential 
models 

Oldroyd (1950), Truesdell (1952), Rivlin 
& Ericksen (1955), Giesekus (1962), 

Whi te -Metzner (1963) 
1 Const i tu-

tive 
b) Integral 
models 

Green and Rivlin (1957), Coleman & Noll 
(1961) 

equations c) Ne twork 
models 

Green & Tobo l sky (1946), Lodge(1956) 
Y a m a m o t o (1956), Kaye (1962)-Bernstein 

et a l . ( l963) 
Reptation 
mode ls 

Edwards (1967), De Gennes (1971), Doi & 
Edwards (1978, 1986) 

e) Molecular 
models 

Kuhn (1934), Rouse (1953), Z imm (1956), 
Ki rkwood (1967), Bird et al. (1987) 

a) Shear f lows 
and the no-slip 
boundary 
condit ion 

Eisenschi tz et al. (1929), Mooney 
(1931,1936) , Schof ie ld and Blair (1930), 

Pearson and Petrie (1968), Graessley 
(1977), Ramamur thy (1986) 

Exper im-

b) Normal 
stresses and 
rod-cl imbing 
effects 

Lander (1945), Weissenberg (1947), 
Markowi tz (1957, Phi l ippoff (1957), Ginn 
and Metzner (1969), Binnington & Boger 

(1985) 
2 ental 

Advances 
and 
Rheolog-

c) Dynamic 
studies 

Eisenschi tz and Phi l ippoff (1933), 
Schof ie ld & Scott Blair (1932), Leaderman 
(1943), Cox-Merz(1958) , Dora iswamy et 

al. (1991) 
ical 
Descrip-
t ions 

d) Thixot ropy Freundlich & Bircumshaw (1926), Cheng 
& Evans (1965), M e w i s (1979), Barnes 

(1997) 
e) Flow 
Instabilities 

Nason (1945), Torde l la (1958), Petrie & 
Denn (1976) , Bousfield et al. (1986) 

f) Turbulent 
drag 
reduction 

T o m s (1949), Agos ton et al. (1954), 
Hershey & Zakin (1967), Seyer & Metzner 

(1967) 
g) Optical 
studies/ 
b i refr ingence 

A d a m s et al. (1965), Carothers and Hill 
(1932), Hermans & Platzek (1939), 

Janeschi tz-Kriegl (1983), Fuller (1985) 
h) Time- temp, 
superposit ion 

Wil l iams et al. (1955), 
Ferry (1970) 

i) Extensional 
behavior 

Merr ington (1943), Treolar (1944), 
Bal lman (1965) , Cogswell (1969), Metzner 

(1968), Meissner (1969), Dealy et 
a l . ( l976) . S p e a r o t & Metzner (1972), Laun 

& Müns ted t (1978), 
S r i d h a r & Gupta (1985) 

3 Advanced 
materials 

a) LCPs, Lesl ie (1968)-Ericksen (1961),Doi (1981), 
Wissbrun (1985), Dora i swamy and 

Metzner . (1986), Marrucci and Greco 
(1992) 

b) Compos i tes 
and two-phase 
sys tems 

Taylor (1934), Krieger-Dougherty (1959), 
Rumscheid t & Mason (1961), Leal (1975), 
Batchelor (1977), Folgar & Tucker (1984), 

Heller & Kun tamukku la (1987), Khan & 
Arms t rong (1986), Acr ivos & Shaqfeh 

(1988), M e w i s et al. (1989), Dennis et al. 
(2001) 

c) E R / M R 
fluids 

Wins low (1949), Parthasarthy & 
Kl ingenberg (1996) 

4 
Computa t -
onal 
rheology 

a) Cont inuum 
simulat ions 

Turner et al. (1956), Gott l ieb and Orzag 
(1977), Cruse and Risso (1968), Yoo and 
Joseph (1985), Beris et al. (1987), Walters 
amd Tanner (1992, Crochet and Walters 

(1993) 
b) Molecular 
dynamic 
s imulat ions 

Adler & Wainr ight (1957), Ashurst & 
Hoover , (1975), Evans & Morriss (1988), 

Davis & T o d d (1998) 
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b) Integral-type models: Another slightly later development 
was the complementary effort of Green and Rivlin (1957), and 
Coleman and Noll (1961) who used integral formulations 
whereby the stress at any location and time depended on the 
entire past history of the local deformation. The entire subject 
of constitutive equations and their development have been 
discussed in great detail by Bird et al (1987a,b), Larson (1988) 
and more recently by Tanner (2001). 

c) Network theories: The early work by Green and Tobolsky 
(1946) was one of the first attempts to describe relaxation 
processes in networked polymers. The network theory for 
rubber-like fluids developed independently by Lodge (1956) 
and Yamamoto (1956) was the next major advance in the 
field. The permanent chemical junctions in rubber are assumed 
to be replaced by temporary physical junctions whose kinetics 
have to be described. An extension of the Lodge model is the 
K-BKZ model (Kaye (1962), Bernstein, Kearsley and Zapas 
(1963)) whereby a more general form was sought by 
redefining the kernel function in the Lodge integral 
formulation. 

d) Reptation theories: A "tube model" was first proposed by 
Edwards (1967) for rubbers. The Doi-Edwards model (1978, 
1986) based on the reptation theory of de Gennes (1971) was 
another significant advancement in the field whereby the tube 
model was extended to melts and concentrated solutions. The 
polymer chain is constrained to move in a "tube" because of 
the presence of neighbouring molecules and the tube itself 
evolves in time as the chain crawls or "reptates." 

e) Molecular models: Kuhn (1934) first addressed the 
characterization of the configuration of polymer molecules 
using a randon coil model. Starting with this work and 
progressing with the landmark kinetic theory papers of 
Kramers (1944), Rouse (1953), Zimm (1956) and Kirkwood 
(1967), it was becoming increasingly apparent that material 
equations should reflect the polymer structure to facilitate 
processing and development of new materials. This approach 
culminated in the major effort by Bird et al. (1987b) which 
summarized the state-of the-art in the field (this work includes 
the so-called generalized phase-space kinetic theory which 
incorporates both the velocities and positions of the "beads" in 
the bead-spring models. 

2) Experimental advances and rheological characterizations 

The early decades of rheology were marked by investigations 
into a number of experimental phenomena. 

a) Shear flows and the no-slip boundary condition : Stokes 
(1845) was the first to establish the no-slip boundary condition 
at solid walls. The "problem" of slip was addressed by 
Schofield and Scott Blair (1932) and Mooney (1931). Pearson 
and Petrie (1968) showed that for slip to occur the molecular 
size must be greater than the wall roughness scale. 

Ramamurthy (1986) conclusively established that slip can 
occur during extrusion of polymer melts. Mooney's 1936 
study on natural rubber was perhaps the first careful 
characterization of the viscosity-shear rate behavior of a bulk 
polymer. The culmination of obtaining shear-stress- shear rate 
data without assuming any functional form for the viscosity 
was reached by Eisenschitz-Rabinowitch-Weissenberg 
(1929), and Mooney (1931). Important work on the effect of 
polymer entanglement and architecture on viscosity was done 
by Graessley (1977). The flexible five-parameter Carreau 
model was postulated in 1968 to describe a wide variety of 
flow behavior (see, for e.g., Bird (1987a)). 

b) Normal stresses and the rod climbing effect: Normal 
stresses play a major role in a number of industrial processes 
like extrusion, fiber spinning and impeller-mixing. The rod-
climbing effect (which refers to the rising of the free surface 
up a rotating rod) appears to have arisen from work on 
saponified hydrocarbon gels for use as flame throwers in 
world war II. (e.g. Garner et al. (1950) and Lander (1945)). 
Weissenberg (1947) appears to have been the first to attribute 
this phenomenon to the first normal stress and it is not 
incongruous that this effect is now named after him. Some 
pioneering work in this area was done by Philippoff (e.g., 
1957)) and Markowitz (1957). The second normal stress 
difference is typically considered to be negative and small 
fraction of the second normal stress difference for most 
polymeric systems considered (the Ginn and Metzner (1969) 
paper is a representative result). Anomalous "hole-pressure" 
effects in devices related to normal stress measurements have 
been reviewed by Tanner and Walters (1998). An important 
test fluid was developed by Binnington and Boger (1985) 
which had the advantage of being highly elastic but yet having 
a constant viscosity, thus lending itself to a number of useful 
academic and industrial studies. 

c) Dynamic studies: Small-strain dynamic studies of polymers 
and polymer solutions date to the 1930s (e.g., Eisenschitz and 
Philippoff (1933), Philippof( 1934)). Andrews et al. (1948) 
and Leaderman (1943) were some of the pioneers in this field. 
Stress relaxation studies were also carried out in the same 
period by Schofied and Scott Blair (1932) on flour dough. 
The Cox-Merz rule (1958) (an empiricism predicting an 
equivalence of the complex viscosity and the viscosity at the 
corresponding values of frequency and shear rate) has been a 
very useful method for correlating linear viscoelastic 
properties with the viscosity behavior. This work was 
extended in the form of a Delaware-Rutgers rule (Doraiswamy 
et al. (1991)) for suspensions using a Herschel-Bulkley-type 
formulation with a recoverable strain. 

d) Thixotropy: Thixotropy may be defined as the decrease in 
apparent viscosity with time under stress and this behavior 
appears to have first been formally named by Freundlich based 
on their work on suspensions (see, for e.g., Freundlich and 
Bircumshaw (1926)). The earliest reference to thixotropy is by 
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von Kuhne in 1863 during his observation of the wandering of 
a nematode through a muscle cell without any apparent effort: 
"The movement seemed to liquify the striations, but they set 
anew after the nematode had passed." The opposite but 
analogous time-dependent effect related to viscosity increase 
with time was termed "rheopexy" by Freundlich and 
Juliusberger in 1935 based on studies with colloidal systems. 
Some illustrative works in this field are Cheng and Evans 
(1965), Mewis (1979) and Barnes (1997). 

e) Flow instabilities: Because of elasticity, normal-stress and 
shear-thinning effects, non-Newtonian materials show a wide 
variety of unstable behavior. In extensional flows, it is 
possible to have effects like draw-resonance (where sinusoidal 
fluctuations in fiber diameter are amplified along the length), 
shark-skin behavior (where filament roughness occurs) and 
"melt fracture" (where a helical, distorted, extrudate forms); 
distorted extrudates were reported as far back as 1945 by 
Nason. Some key studies in this field are those of Tordella 
(1958) and Petrie and Denn (1976). Viscoelasticity was shown 
to suppress jet break-up as indicated by the relatively recent 
work of Bousfield et al. (1986). 

f) Turbulent drag reduction: Turbulent drag reduction is a 
phenomenon whereby use of a (polymeric) additive results in 
a lower pressure drop for flow through a pipe. Much of this 
work was done by various independent groups during the war 
and did not appear in open literature until much later Key 
initial workers in the field were Toms (1949) and Agoston et 
al. (1954). This matter was followed up in earnest only in the 
60s by researchers like Hershey and Zakin (1967). One of the 
likely mechanisms for this phenomenon was proposed by 
Seyer and Metzner (1967) and was attributed to the large 
extensional viscosity of the additives which could damp out 
secondary flows (or vortices) associated with turbulence. 

g) Birefringence: Brewster (1813) was one of the first 
scientists to show that birefringence (variation of refractive 
index with direction) could be induced by application of stress 
in materials like glass and gels. Maxwell (1853) postulated 
that the birefringence varied linearly and isotropically with the 
applied stress. Birefringence was related to molecular 
orientation as far back as 1932 (e.g., Carothers and Hill) and 
this effect was first quantified by Hermans and Platzek (1939). 
These historical aspects of birefringence as well as later 
investigations on suspensions, solutions and melts have been 
reviewed by White (1990). The birefringence method has 
been used to determine stress fields in complex flows (e.g., 
Adams et al. (1965)). The stress-optical law which states that 
there is a linear relationship between the stress tensor and the 
deviatoric components of the refractive index tensor was 
formally verified by Janeschitz-Kriegl (1983). 

A number of rheo-optical techniques have been developed and 
summarized by Fuller (1985). 

h) Time-temperature superposition: Time-Temperature 
Superposition and the Method of Reduced Variables are two 
empirical techniques that make use of normalized variables to 
plot data in the form of universal curves; these were developed 
primarily by Williams et al. (1955) and Ferry (1970) in the 
form of the W-L-F procedure, and facilitate data collection 
and extending their range of application. 

i) Extensional behavior: Merrington (1943) attributed his 
observations on extrudate swell in rubber solutions to elastic 
recovery. Modern investigation of the extensional viscosity of 
polymer systems dates to Ballman in 1965. An early 
experiment by Metzner (1968) demonstrated that if the 
extensional stresses are sufficiently high they can cause the 
splash induced by striking a pool of liquid to retract so that 
the initial fluid position is almost attained. This was followed 
by a number of elongational flow studies on molten polymer 
systems like, for example, Meissner (1969), Vonogradov et al. 
(1970), andLaun and Munstedt (1978). The extensional 
behavior is frequently termed "extensional viscosity" in the 
literature, an appellation which, unfortunately, obscures the 
importance of strain, as well as strain rate (see Spearot and 
Metzner (1972). Cogswell (1969) was one of the first to 
propose the use of pressure losses through orifice dies to 
determine the elongational behavior. This semi-quantitative 
approach was used to measure one of the highest reported 
ratios of extensional viscosity to shear viscosity (-30,000) 
(Metzner and Metzner (1970)). The earliest experiment for 
biaxial and planar extension is due to Treloar (1944) and 
involved rubber. Instruments for such studies were also 
developed by Dens on and Gallo (1971) and Dealy et 
al.(1976). Winter et al. (1979) first developed an orthogonal 
stagnation flow. An extensional rheometer was developed by 
Sridhar and Gupta (1985) for measurements on very low 
viscosity polymer solutions (~5 cP). 

3) Advanced materials 

The technological need to describe the behavior of advanced 
materials like liquid crystals, electro- rheological fluids and 
composites spawned a range of related research problems and 
some of the efforts are summarized below: 

a) Liquid crystalline polymers: Some of the earliest work on 
anisotropic fluids was by Oseen (1925) which was eventually 
followed by the Leslie(1968) -Ericksen (1961) formulation 
based on continuum theory where a unit vector termed the 
director was used to incorporate the anisotropy of the system; 
these formulations are better suited to escribe the flow 
behavior of low molecular weight liquid crystals. The 
molecular theory of Doi and Edwards for rigid back-bone 
macromolecules (1978) was the next major advancement in 
the description of these systems. Domain structures are often 
formed in these systems and one of the early attempts to 
describe these systems is typified by the work of Wissbrun 
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(1985). Kiss and Porter (1978) first reported the unusual 
phenomenon of negative normal stresses for these materials. 

b) Composites and other two-phase systems: The importance 
of fiber reinforced plastics and ceramics has triggered 
enormous interest in the processing of composite materials 
and suspensions in recent years. Batchelor (1977) extended 
the Einstein (1905) equation to higher concentrations by 
incorporating interaction between "hard spheres." A number 
of equations have been postulated to describe the rheology of 
a variety of colloidal and non-colloidal additives like the 
Krieger-Dougherty (1959) expression of anisotropic particles 
and the equation of Russel et al. (1989) for "hairy" particles. 
Batchelor (1971) calculated the stresses during the flow of 
suspensions of parallel fibers. Leal (1975), and Acrivos and 
Shaqfeh (1988) developed theories to describe fiber 
suspension behavior employing a second-order fluid model 
and an effective medium approach, respectively. Folgar and 
Tucker (1984) developed a constitutive equation for the flow 
of fiber/polymer systems. The recent interest in optimizing 
the dispersion of nano-size particles (like clay or carbon 
nanotubes) in polymers (like nylon-6) because of their unusual 
properties like decreased diffusivity, and increased tensile 
modulus and flame resistance has triggered new rheological 
investigations on these new systems (see, for e.g., Dennis et al. 
( 2 0 0 1 ) ) . 

Taylor (1934), and Mason (e.g., Rumscheidt and Mason 
(1961)) were responsible for some of the key results on 
deformation and break-up of liquid drops in various flow 
fields. Heller and Kuntumukkula (1987) concluded that much 
of the earlier data on foam rheology had been influenced by 
wall slip or stability effects; expressions have been developed 
to predict the rheological properties of foams but 
experimental determination of the material functions remains a 
daunting task (e.g., Khan and Armstrong (1986)). 

c) Electrorheological/Magnetorheological (ER/MR) fluids: 
Electro/magneto rheological fluids offer the potential of large 
viscosity changes on application of an electric or magnetic 
field. This behavior has potential in new applications like 
power transmission fluids and robotics. These effects appear 
to have first been noted by Winslow (1949). Recent work in 
this area has been reviewed by Parthasarthy and Klingenberg 
(1996). 

4) Computational rheology 

a) Continuum modeling: The finite-difference method (FDM) 
was widely prevalent by the 1960s when transistor technology 
first came into bloom. More powerful techniques like the 
finite-element method (FEM) which was initiated in 1956 
(Turner et al., 1956), spectral methods (SM) (e.g., Gottlieb and 
Orzag, 1977) and the Boundary Element method (BEM) 
(Cruse and Rizzo, 1968) were developed as computer 
technology improved. All these methods essentially reduce 

the PDEs of the rheological field problems to a set of 
simultaneous, non-linear, equations for the nodal variables. A 
major problem in numerical simulations was the so-called 
High Weissenberg Number Problem (the existence of a critical 
Weissenberg number above which the algorithms failed). 
Some significant early works in this area are Beris et al. 
(1987), Yoo and Joseph (1985) Walters amd Tanner (1992), 
and Crochet and Walters (1993). An analogous finite volume 
method was applied to three dimensions flows by Xue et al. 
(1995). 

b) Molecular dynamics (MD) modeling: MD simulations on 
super-computers were developed as a promising path to 
relating polymer microstructure to macroscopic rheological 
properties (see, for e.g., Ashurst and Hoover (1975), Evans 
and Morriss (1988), Daivis and Todd (1988)). This method, 
since its inception in the late 1950's (e.g., Adler and 
Wainwright (1957)) for studying the interactions of hard 
spheres, enables calculation of the time dependent behavior of 
a molecular system. Molecular dynamics simulations involve 
solution of Newton's equations of motion for a large number 
of particles interacting with each other via nonlinear (usually 
empirical) force laws. The connection between microscopic 
simulations and macroscopic properties is made via statistical 
mechanics which provides the rigorous mathematical 
expressions that relate macroscopic properties to the 
distribution and motion of the atoms and molecules The scope 
of systems studied by MD is enormous and envelopes solids, 
liquids and gases; solvent molecules and solvated protein-
DNA complexes; and simple and complex hydrodynamic 
flows. 

IV. Concluding remarks 

It should be apparent from this overview that the progression 
of the discipline has not been monotonic and it took over a 
century before contributions by scientists from widely varied 
fields necessarily condensed into the formal field of rheology. 
It also indicates that many of the major contributors to 
rheology acquired their lasting fame in other fields while some 
other rheologists may have been short-changed by history. 

Starting with Amenemhet 's need for a viscosity correction to 
improve the accuracy of his water clock in ~1600 BCE, 
rheology has primarily been concerned with solving practical 
problems. At the same time, the complexity of the issues 
involved (both of a physical and mathematical nature) has 
attracted some of the finest scientific minds. The cumulative 
result has been the thriving discipline we know today with 
contributions ranging from the empirical and 
phenomenological to the abstract and esoteric. Rheology as 
we know it now overlaps with a number of fields like reaction 
engineering, computational science, thermodynamics and 
advanced materials design to name a few. This is attested by 
the fact that work pertaining to rheology is reported in a wide 
range of journals like Macromolecules and the Journal of 
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Chemical Physics, and is no longer limited to highly 
specialized journals like Rheologica Acta and the Journal of 
Rheology. The pioneers of our discipline which came into 
being four score years ago could hardly have envisioned the 
range of potential applications we see around us today -
ranging from magneto-rheological fluids for power 
transmission in automobiles to the processing ofnano-
composites. It would perhaps be unwise to make any 
speculations on the depth and breadth of new material 
advances another four score years down the road except that 
rheology will almost certainly be a cornerstone in their design 
and processing. 
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projected decrease in institutional subscriptions. We are also anticipating 
lower advertising income due to the recession. 
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The Society of Rheology 
Statement of Revenues and Expenses 
December, 2001 

Budget Forecast Budget Actual Budget 
2002 2001 2001 2000 2000 

REVENUES 
Dues 68,000 68,000 68,000 65,089 61,000 
Interest 32,000 38,700 41,000 54,673 38,000 
Journal of Rheology 238,550 261,699 242,700 229,405 213,700 
Mailing List Sales 500 500 300 584 300 
Bulletin Advertising 2,500 2,500 2,800 3188 850 
Annual Meeting (net) 0 -7,500 0 17,165 0 
Short Course (net) 0 7,800 4,000 4,005 4,000 
TOTAL REVENUE 341,550 371,699 358,800 374,109 317,850 

EXPENSES 
AIP Dues Bill & Collect. 8,500 8,800 9,800 8,097 9,000 
AIP Adm. Services 9,500 9,500 9,000 9,000 9,000 
AIP Mem. Soc. Dues 7,500 7,413 8,200 7,272 7,800 
AIP Phys. Olympiad 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Misc. Contributions & Prizes 1,000 0 1,000 0 1,000 
Renewal Billing 4,500 4,500 5,200 3,229 5,000 
Journal of Rheology 264,000 . 268 ,995 258 ,000 239,070 241,900 
Bulletins and Abstracts 7,000 14,341 12,000 6,777 13,000 
Short Courses 0 0 0 0 3,000 
Bingham Award 5,500 7,800 11,000 126 6,000 
Executive Cmt. Meetings 7,500 4,800 7,900 11,830 7,500 
Pres. Discretionary Fund 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 1,500 
Treas. Discr. Fund 1,500 300 1,500 303 1,500 
Progr. Chm. Discr. Fund 2,000 4,000 4,000 0 2,000 
Secretarial Services 500 100 500 0 1,000 
Mailing 1,000 625 4,000 357 4,000 
Office Expense, misc 200 200 1,500 227 2,000 
Banking Services 200 120 250 61 250 
Liability Insurance 3,500 3,100 3,500 3,407 1903 
Membership Broch. & Appl. 200 200 0 234 1500 
Accountant 1,900 1,900 1,900 1,560 1,800 
Student member travel 4,000 7,800 9,000 0 7,000 
Adv. Dep. for future mtg. 3,000 2,700 3,000 0 3,000 
Miscellaneous 1,500 800 1,500 2,239 2,500 
TOTAL EXPENSES 337,500 350,993 355,750 296,789 334,653 

Net Income 4,050 20,706 3,050 77,320 -16,803 

Notes: In future reports, "Short Course" will be reported only as a revenue item, similarly to 
"Annual Meeting". Hatched items will be combined as "Office Expense, Misc." "Journal of 
Rheology" items vary slightly from those on the JOR sheet because of treatment of 
revenues for future subscriptions and small items paid directly from the SoR checking 
account. 
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The Society of Rheology, Inc. 
Balance Sheet 

Sep-01 2000 1999 
Assets 

Cash in checking account 12,969 9,400 10,735 
CD's 0 15,000 0 
Balance in AIP account 728,230 827,040 766,911 
Total Assets 741,199 851,440 777,646 

Liabilities and Net Assets 
Liabilities 
Deferred subscription revenue 37,329 138,500 141,827 
Deferred member dues 1,610 43,300 41,376 
Total Liabilities 38,939 181,800 183,203 

Net Assets 
Publication reserve 450,000 450,000 450,000 
Student travel grant reserve 10,000 10,000 10,000 
Annual Meeting reserve 70,000 35,000 35,000 
Operating reserve 70,000 70,000 70,000 
Unrestricted 102,260 104,640 29,443 
Total Net Assets 702,260 669,640 594,443 

Total liabilities and net assets 741,199 851,440 777,646 

Summary: The important number in the above report is the "Unrestricted" line in bold. As can 
be seen from this number, the financial position of the Society (as of September 1) has held 
reasonably steady in spite of setbacks in the form of decreasing Journal of Rheology 
subscriptions and a loss on the Hilton Head meeting. Note that we have also increased the 
reserve for the Annual Meeting, as modern hotel contracts are far less lenient in case of 
cancellation; which, since 9/11/01, has become a very real possibility. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Montgomery T. Shaw 
Treasurer 
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